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Grain. Gather.

Grow.

The latest on our Community Winter Wheat Project.

In This Newsletter

Reflection on the
Diversity of Both
Our Wheat and Our
Community
A Haiku Written by
Heather

Our Wheat is Making Us
'Companions'!

We have been blessed with some beautiful weather

In Pictures: Our
Wheat in the Sun!

recently (or at least as I write this...) as we welcome in
spring and all the hope, light and new life that comes
along with it. This hope is added to when we hear the
news of a 'road map' out of lockdown by the summer.
If all goes to plan, we are praying and planning to come
together in person with our harvested wheat for a day
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or two of threshing, milling and breadmaking.
As we come together, we will be able to catch up with or
meet one another, sharing stories and experiences as
many grains of wheat coming together in one loaf - or
companions.
The Origin of the Word 'Companion'

@somewhereelsebreadchurch

To be a companion means simply to be 'one who...
cont'd p.2
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...Continued...
accompanies or associates with another'. But this
derives from the Latin phrase 'Companis': Com(together with), Panis (bread). 'Together with bread'.
This then developed in Old French to 'Compaignon':
'One who breaks bread with another' which is where
we get our English word of 'Companion' from.
How lovely is that? When we come together to
conclude this wheat project, we will be sharing in
each other's company - making one body of bread,
becoming that one body of bread, then breaking and
sharing that one body of bread with one another and
with the community around us.
The simple wheat we have put the effort in to
nurture and grow through such hard times will
We're still gathering as companions over Zoom to make
bread together once a month. If you'd like to join us,
register your interest by emailing Lorraine at
info@somewhere-else.org.uk

hopefully represent such a powerful message for our
community. How else can we be companions?

Going it Alone - A Haiku by
Heather
Lonely, flung seedling
Battered in rain, wind and snow
Waiting... trusting God.
Copyright Heather Lovelady

Heather felt called to write this lovely Haiku in a wave of creativity
inspired by her wheat over the winter. If you would like to write a
short poem, reflection or submit a piece of artwork that has been
inspired by your wheat, we would love to feature this on our next
newsletter. Just email us at info@somewhere-else.org.uk

Top Tips for looking after your wheat
as we enter spring
With the days getting longer and the weather being kinder to
us and our wheat, make sure your wheat is making the most
of the sunlight in its positioning.
Strong winds and heavy rainfall are still possible though,
bringing 'lodging' which can be a risk to our wheat. This is
when the main stem is starting to grow upwards and falls
over. It will correct itself, but try keeping your wheat in a
sheltered part of your garden to avoid this happening

A lonely wheat seed growing in Heather's planter that
she chose to accompany her Haiku.

regularly.
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The Importance of Diversity for our
Wheat and our Community
'Now if the foot should say, "Because I am not a hand, I do not
belong to the body," it would not for that reason stop being part of
the body. And if the ear should say, "Because I am not an eye, I do
not belong to the body," it would not for that reason stop being
part of the body. If the whole body were an eye, where would the
sense of hearing be? If the whole body were an ear, where would
the sense of smell be? But in fact God has placed the parts in the
body, every one of them, just as he wanted them to be. If they were
all one part, where would the body be? As it is, there are many
parts, but one body.'
1 Corinthians 12:15-20
This reading highlights a seemingly
obvious point of how each part of our
bodies perform different functions and are
important in their own unique ways. This
has implications, however, on how we
should see each other as members of one
body, of one kingdom: God's kingdom.
We have just come out of a month of
commemorating LGBTQ+ History, where
diversity has been celebrated across the
world. During this time, we celebrate the
lives, stories and contributions of those
who have historically been - and in many
places still are - seen as alien to the body of
society.
Diversity is also very important for the
history of our wheat! Wheat is one of the
most diverse species on the planet, with
over 25,000 varieties and more DNA per
genome than we have as humans! It's this
diversity that has made it so successful;
there is a variation best suited for each
characteristic: tolerance of heat and water,
resistance to pests, starch content, stem
length, and more! All of these variations
have been brought together and used in
the winter bread wheat we use today to
make such a strong crop.
Similarly, all our diversity and strengths as
individuals come together to form one
body as God's church.
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Let us pray:
Heavenly Father, we thank you for the
unique and beautiful identities you have
given us all.
And that, though we have our different
strengths and weaknesses, we are united
in you and your love.
Loving Father, we come in your name to
celebrate the diversity of our community,
country and world.
That when we come together as one body,
we are filled with your Spirit.
Merciful God, we lift to you those who
feel ostracised and excluded by their
family and community.
May they be continually reminded that
Jesus loves the lost and will leave the 99
for them.
Holy Spirit, give us the strength and
courage to reach out and stand up for the
excluded, as Jesus did.
Amen.
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Pictures from around the
Community
Alistair and Helen's
wheat looking
grateful for some
sun after a long
winter under snow!

Alan's wheat has
also been managing
very well outside!

A nice close-up of
Heather and
Andrew's wheat,
with the 'ears'
starting to broaden
nicely.

Kristen and Ben's
wheat peaking out
to catch the sun in
their new front
garden.

Heather and
Andrew's wheat has
plenty of other pots
for company!

Peter's wheat has
been resilient,
despite his cat's
best efforts to
snack on it each
morning!

Carolyn's wheat
growing well on her
outdoor window
sill!

The wheat I
experimented
growing back in
October looking very
wild now. I perhaps
sowed a few too
many in the pot but
still growing strong!

Send pictures of your wheat's progress to feature in next month's
newsletter! Email us at info@somewhere-else.org.uk or send
to our Facebook or Instagram page below.

@somewhereelsebreadchurch
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